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Navigating tenancy schemes made easy:
From becoming a member to hassle-free deposit releases, explore our comprehensive sections for seamless tenancy

  Download guide » 



Terms and conditions:
	Section A: Member registration


 This section outlines the comprehensive process for individuals or entities to become registered members of the scheme. It includes detailed steps, requirements, and documentation needed for successful registration.

	Section B: Recording a tenancy with the scheme


 In this section, the meticulous procedure for accurately recording tenancy agreements within the scheme is described. It includes provisions for documenting key details of the tenancy, such as lease terms, rental amounts, and involved parties.

	Section C: Lodging of deposit with the scheme


 This section delves into the essential process of lodging security deposits with the scheme. It covers the legal and procedural aspects of collecting and securely storing tenants' deposits.

	Section D: Releasing the deposit


 This section provides an in-depth explanation of the procedure for releasing deposits to tenants at the end of their tenancy. It could encompass steps for inspection, assessment, and the resolution of any potential disputes before releasing the deposit. This section emphasises fairness and clarity in the deposit release process.

	Section E: Disputes between member and tenant over the release of the deposit


 This comprehensive section deals with potential disputes that may arise between members and tenants regarding the release of deposits. It elaborates on the mediation and arbitration procedures in place for resolving conflicts fairly and efficiently. This section aims to ensure a balanced and unbiased approach to handling disagreements.

	Section F: Miscellaneous rules and provisions


 This expanded section covers a range of miscellaneous rules and provisions that pertain to various aspects of the scheme. It might include provisions related to amendments to the scheme's terms, communication protocols, data protection and privacy.

	Section G: Complaints procedure


 This section outlines a detailed procedure for lodging and addressing complaints within the scheme. It covers the process of submitting complaints, the timeline for resolution, and the steps involved in investigating and responding to complaints.



Our terms and conditions guide covers any queries you might have when it comes to our Custodial tenancy deposit protection scheme. Join us in making tenancy hassle-free! 
Download guide
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